Australian FLORA & FUNGI
8 years & under

Grace C
Art Farm Studios (Baringa)
South Australian Sturt Pea
Grace shows exceptional maturity in painting skills with
this piece, and a great use of colour and contrast. The
out of focus background and the light and dark shading
on the flower really makes the pea pop in the
foreground. Very well done Grace, you have a great
future as an artist.

Australian THREATENED SPECIES
8 years & under
Eli D
Paintbox Art School (Buderim)
Numbat (Banded anteater)

I loved Eli's image immediately. There is fantastic
use of texture and colour. He has done a brilliant
job on the eye in particular, with the inclusion of a
light reflection spot really making it pop and
drawing attention to the face. This really gives the
piece personality. Well done Eli.

Australian FAUNA
8 years & under

Anya A
Kedron State School
Sooty owl
I was drawn to Anya's 'Sooty Owl' immediately. The
adult owl's face is so endearing and the effort she went
to depict the whole lifecycle of the owl is wonderful. It
is clear Anya paid a lot of attention to the detail of the
owls lifecycle, habitat features (including a cheeky
spider in the tree hollow) and nocturnal lifestyle. Well
done Anya.

Australian FLORA & FUNGI
13 years & under

Shaya M
Nambour Christian College
Ruby bonnet fungi

Shaya's piece was a clear winner for me in this
category. There is great use of shading and light
reflection on the fungi which gives it shape and
form. The dark background contrasts very well
with the red fungi in the foreground bringing it into
focus. Well done Shaya.

Australian THREATENED SPECIES
13 years & under

Maito T
Art101 studio (Brisbane)
Pigmy possum
Maito's piece really stood out for me as a winner in this
category. He has done a wonderful job depicting the
shy nature of the pigmy possum by setting it behind the
waratah with its ears flattened and eyes downcast. The
colour in the waratah is beautiful and contrasts very
well against the dark background and shy pigmy
possum. Well done Maito.

Australian FAUNA
13 years & under

Imani Dale
Burnside State High School
Kookaburra
Imani's Kookaburra drew me in immediately. There is
wonderful use of light and shade in this piece, right
through from the background to the Kookaburra's
feathers. The detail of the head and feathers is fantastic
and makes you want to reach out and touch them.
Exceptional work Imani.

Australian FLORA & FUNGI
18 years & under

Lilli B
Meridan State College
Leratiomyces ceres

Lilli's drawing stood out immediately for me. Her
use of reflection is exquisite and gives the fungi a
glossy appeal. The detail in the wood and leaf litter
around the base is also exceptional and I can see
Lilli took great care including detail in every aspect
of this piece. Well done Lilli.

Australian THREATENED SPECIES
18 years & under
Jazmyn G
Matthew Flinders Anglican College
Green and golden bell frog

Australian FAUNA
18 years & under

Thea-Bella T
Queensland Home Education Unit
Australian brush turkey

I was so impressed by this piece. At first glance I
thought this must be a scratchboard piece with all
the exquisite feather detail. To achieve this with
gouache is very impressive. The fine feathering
over the head and neck gives it a softness that
contrasts well with the boldness of the eye and
beak. I couldn't go past this as my winner for this
category. Well done Thea-Bella.

Jazmyn's green and golden bell frog impressed me
immediately. Pastel pencil can be a hard medium
to master, especially on black paper. She has done
a great job bringing light and reflection into this
piece and conveying the gloss and moisture of a
frogs skin. The frog is very well proportioned and
the toe webbing is very well done. I love how this
drawing depicts the frog in a natural position
amongst the sedges. Well done Jazmyn.

JUDGE’S WILD CARD
Lilly C (13 years & under)
Maleny High School
Stick insects various species
This drawing is an exceptional piece of work and stood
out for me amongst all others as a clear wild card
winner. Lilly has done a truly amazing job composing
this piece and bringing it to life with so much colour and
detail! The twisted branch naturally draws the eye
around the piece and is a wonderful way to connect all
of these species. The care she has taken in composing
such a detailed piece is truly inspirational. I could stare
at this drawing for hours and still find little hidden gems
within it. Exceptional job Lilly.
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